NOTICE:
Dental Matrix Updates

January 23, 2018

Dear Provider,

Please be advised of the CDT updates for 2018 which are reflected in the Dental Matrix located on the Health Choice websites for Health Choice Arizona as well as Health Choice Integrated Care.

www.healthchoiceaz.com
www.healthchoiceintegratedcare.com

Note the following code changes:

New codes:
D9222 Deep sedation/general anesthesia-first 15 minutes;
D9223 Deep sedation/general anesthesia each additional 15 minutes;
D9239 Intravenous moderate conscious sedation-first 15 minutes;
D9243 intravenous moderate conscious sedation-each additional 15 minutes.

Please reference the Dental Matrix for description and limitations for the following:
D1354, D5511 D5512 D5621 D5622 D7979, D8695

The following codes have been deleted:
D5510, D5610, D5620

If you have any question or need additional information, please call Health Choice Provider Relations at 1-800-322-8670.

Thank you for your continued commitment to serving our members and ensuring the provision of quality care and services.